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Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa (EVCO)

 Founded in 1982 – www.evco.ca

 100% volunteer, non-profit

 No affiliation or funding from industry

 Subject Matter Experts on EV’s

Passenger vehicles, Buses, light, medium, heavy-duty 

trucks

 Promote the electrification of the transportation 

system (mainly to reduce GHG emissions)

http://www.evco.ca/


EV Myths – Why are EVs 

better than ICE (Internal 

Combustion Engine) vehicles?



Myth 1:  Not Enough Choice

 22 full EV models available in Canada!

 Dozens more being introduced

 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV

 10 models “in stock” at Ottawa dealers

 Sedans to SUVs

 Stock of all vehicles affected by chip shortage

 Pickup trucks later this year and next

http://evco.ca/evs-available-in-ontario/

http://evco.ca/evs-available-in-ontario/


Myth 2: EVs are too expensive

 Starting at $38,198 for Chevy Bolt EV

 Federal rebate of $5,000

 Used options under $10,000

 TCO can be much less than ICE

 The 2 Degrees Institute

 comparing_fuel_and_maintenance_costs_of_electric_and_gas_pow

ered_vehicles_in_canada.pdf (2degreesinstitute.org)

 71% reduction in fuel and maintenance costs

 10 years household savings ranging from $23,000 to $36,000 

(15,000km/yr)

https://www.2degreesinstitute.org/
https://www.2degreesinstitute.org/reports/comparing_fuel_and_maintenance_costs_of_electric_and_gas_powered_vehicles_in_canada.pdf


Myth 3:  EVs are 

glorified golf carts

 All EVs are exceptionally fast

 Quick acceleration

 100% torque at 0

 0-60 m/hr

 Telsa Model Y – 5.3

 Chevy Bolt – 6.5

 Nissan Leaf – 8.4



Myth 4: EVs take too 

long to charge

 You charge at home while you sleep!

 10 seconds to plug in

 No need to go out and fuel your car 

during rain, sleet, -20oC, etc. 

 Always full when you leave



www.plugshare.com



www.tesla.com/charging



Myth 5:  EVs don’t have enough range
 Tesla Model S 652km

 Telsa Model 3 RWD 430km

 Chevy Bolt 417km

 Hyundai Ionic EV 274km

 Hyundai Kona EV 415km

 Kia Soul EV Limited 383km

 Kia Niro EV 385km

 Ford Mustang Mach E 355km



Myth 6:  EVs don’t work in the winter 

 EVs are better than ICE in winter

 Instant heating

 Can pre-heat even in the garage

 Always start – can be used to boost ICE vehicles

 OC Transpo run their diesel buses 24hr/day in cold weather

 Lose about 10-20% of range on long trips



Myth 7: Batteries will need replacing

 That is simply not the case

 2013 Tesla Model S with 278,000km – Still at ~87% of 

capacity

 Nissan Leaf had some battery problems

 Expect batteries to outlast the cars

 Batteries to be used for second life

 Static storage for another 10-12 years

 Recycling after that



Questions?

Monthly meetings:

Last Monday of month (except December)

7:30PM

Next on February 22nd, 2021

See www.evco.ca for details

http://www.evco.ca/


Fossil Fuels

FALSE
Centinela (Chile)



EVs and the Environment

 EVs have an environmental impact

 Production/transportation

 Mining of raw materials

 Production of electricity

 However, they are considerably better than ICE vehicles

 If you are concerned about environmental impact

 Drive less

 Use (electric) public transport

 Walk, cycle as much as possible 



Myth 1: Production of EVs causes more 

extra GHG’s than what ICE use 

 Chevy Bolt vs Sonic – same plant

 About 20% for GHGs during production

 Recovered in 10-20,000km

 GM Committed to be net zero by 2040

 VW ID.3 and ID.4

 Net Zero production today!

 Tesla using mostly renewables at manufacturing plants



Myth 2:  Electricity Comes from oil and gas



Myth 2:  Electricity Comes from oil and gas



Myth 3: The Grid will Collapse

 Current unchanged grid can support 30% of fleet being electrified

 Lots of spare capacity at night

 5% of water in Ontario wasted at night

 Wind energy is curtailed

 Smart Charging

 Smart Grids 

 Use batteries to store intermittent excess supply



Myth 4: EV Charging will cause 

electricity prices to increase 

 As per previous point, “free” electricity will be absorbed

 Average price 

 Green energy is now cheaper than existing capacity and getting cheaper

 Can be deployed closer to market

 EVs should actually cause electricity prices to drop 



Myth 5: Cobalt mining and child labor

 Cobalt is used in a wide variety of applications

 EV batteries represent around 10-20% 

 Plastics production, alloys, pigments, magnets (25%) (MRI)

 Vitamin B12

 Jet engines and gas turbines

 Removal of sulfur during petroleum refining

 ICE use a product that requires Cobalt!

 Batteries for electronics (10% in smartphones) use as much cobalt as for EVs

 List of Broad Uses for Cobalt Substances | Cobalt Reach Consortium

 https://www.cobaltreachconsortium.org/list-of-broad-uses.html

https://www.cobaltreachconsortium.org/list-of-broad-uses.html
https://www.cobaltreachconsortium.org/list-of-broad-uses.html


Myth 5: Cobalt mining and children

 Lithium-ion battery manufacturers are reducing cobalt in EV batteries

 2013 Tesla Model S 85 had ~45kg of cobalt

 2020 Tesla Model S 100D had ~4.5kg of cobalt

 Reduction of 90%

 Tesla has announced cobalt free batteries in 2022

 Cobalt is expensive

 That will ensure that industry will continue to reduce and eliminate cobalt

 Nobody wants child labour



Myth 6:  Rare Earths and Lithium Supply

 Lithium is not a rare earth

 In fact, it’s relatively abundant

 The “rare” elements are used to make permanent magnets

 Induction magnets can be substituted

 ICE vehicles contain many motors that have permanent magnets

 Alternator, starter, window, wipers, etc.



Disinformation Campaigns

 Oil industry is spending lots of money on protecting their sales




